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From: Lisa Nelson

To: The Joint House and Senate Committees on Redistricting
Re: Fair & Equitable Representation in Kansas

Chairman and Members of the Committee:

Thank you for the opportunity to supply testimony in support of transparent and fair redistricting.

I am asking you to put a stop to gerrymandering in Kansas.

Our right to vote--and, to have our votes count--is central to our freedom. It is possible to cut
people out of the process by dividing them up so that their party is never in the majority,
regardless of their numbers in the community. This is the effect gerrymandering can--and,
does--have and it is damaging to our system of government and to the citizens' ability to feel
confident in our government.
When I hear a sitting member of the Kansas Senate say that we can get rid of Sharice Davids
by  changing the 3rd district, that makes me ill. It's everything that's wrong with our system. If
the Republicans want to replace any given candidate, the way to do that is by offering a stronger
candidate, who more closely reflects the values and priorities of the citizens, not by using
under-the-table, smoke-filled-room mechanizations.
I mentioned the Republicans specifically because for as long as I can remember, it has been
the Republicans who are using gerrymandering (and other underhanded measures) to make it
easier for them to hold office without being the true choice of the majority of the voters. To say
that the problem exists on both sides of the aisle is a false equivalency. We have a great divide
in our country and in our state and it must be healed. Along with preventing communities from
electing representatives who share their values and priorities,  gerrymandering creates a greater
divide, which we can ill-afford.

Without detailed 2020 Census data, I cannot make suggestions about the composition of fair
districts at this time. No one, including yourselves, has had an opportunity to see detailed
Census results and identify what changes are required to maintain equality of population in our
districts. I urge the committee to hold additional town halls after census data is available and
Kansans can review that data and offer input. I would encourage that those meetings be
accessible, available online, and announced with enough time to foster engagement.

Current Congressional and Legislative maps were created by the courts and should, as
possible, be altered as little as necessary to fulfill reapportionment shifts. The Kansas City Metro
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is currently whole within Kansas’ Third congressional district and should remain in a single
district as residents have shared interests in representation.

In closing, I would urge the committee in the strongest possible terms to return the great state of
Kansas to its roots. We were a state conceived in the values of democracy, fairness, and
integrity. Let us return to that. Gerrymandering is the kind of underhanded activity that we
disdain because it undermines our core values. Let every citizens' vote count--along with those
of their neighbors, with whom they share common interests and values. Don't let politicians who
are greedy for power and have no interest in their constituents' lives, needs, or values be put
into office by underhanded means. Those politicians represent no one but themselves and are
unworthy of holding public office. Please, stop the effort to gerrymander this state into
something it's not.
Thank you for considering my testimony.

Respectfully,

Lisa Nelson

10301 W. 140th St
Overland Park, KS 66221
913-685-3753
lisa.nelson0@gmail.com


